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Abstract
In this paper, a new topology optimization method is discussed. The basic idea consists of exploring a combination of a
density-based method together with a level-set description to form a new optimization frame. Due to the level-set description,
solutions show clear and smooth boundaries that are deemed more materially efficient. Additionally, the checkerboarding
issue, usually paired with an element-wise description, can be avoided. Thus, the filter scheme to tackle this problem
becomes unnecessary, and the design space can be further exploited. The ingredient of material interpolation with penalty
is utilized here, and its merit lies in making update information (i.e., sensitivity) more distinguished and in turn driving the
optimization process to converge into solid–void solutions stably. An ordinary differential equation (ODE) established from
optimal criteria builds the relationship between the level-set description and update information, and the structural updating
procedure can be efficiently performed by solving the ODE. A regularization scheme for the level-set is introduced to enhance
topological variation ability and address topological evolution defects, which helps deliver reasonable and well-posed topological
configurations. The regularization strategy is a simple linear scaling manner that proves to be effective and efficient. This
paper investigates three classes of optimization problems: compliance minimization, eigenfrequency maximization, and thermal
conduction optimization. To validate the proposed method, both 2D and 3D benchmark examples in comparison with the
widely accepted Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) method are tested. By contrast, the solutions resulting
from the proposed method show advantageous structural representations and better objective function values under specified
conditions. In addition, several other numerical examples considering model parameter influences and some extensions are
discussed to systematically demonstrate the proposed method’s characteristics. Finally, the MATLAB codes concerning the
above-mentioned three classes of optimization problems are shared for educational purposes. The codes are compact and finely
structured with only 58, 62, and 53 lines for 2D cases, and 105, 108, and 80 lines for 3D cases of minimum compliance,
maximum eigenfrequency, and minimum thermal compliance problems, respectively.
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1. Introduction
To date, topology optimization, which solves material distribution problems, has seen tremendous growth with
the literature reporting many theoretical and methodological innovations. Widely used methods, such as densitybased methods [1–5], boundary variation methods [6–13], and Lagrangian-based methods [14–16], have advanced
their maturity as insights continually push into these aspects along with corresponding research works. Still,
efforts to promote topology optimization toward to user-friendly and computation-economical applications remain
challenging.
Within the development of density-based methods and boundary variation methods, the Solid Isotropic Material
with Penalization (SIMP) method and level-set methods are two critical implicit structural description-based
approaches (see Fig. 1 for a comparison of different implicit structural descriptions). In density-based methods,
fictitious densities are mapped on finite elements in a fixed design domain as structural descriptions of with the
value 1 indicating a solid while the value 0 indicating a void, and the basic goal is to identify whether each
element should place material to achieve a void/solid (0/1) distribution (Fig. 1(a)). However, as the absolute discrete
0/1 problem is difficult to solve, penalization strategies are often introduced to tackle this issue. By utilizing the
penalization scheme, densities are allowed to vary continually between 0 and 1 with mid-values but finally driven to
approximate 0∼1 formations (e.g., description in Fig. 1(b) with gray regions). As the densities become continuous
rather than discrete variables, the derivatives of objective function and constraint function with respect to design
variables (i.e., densities) are available, and gradient-based methods, as a result can be used to solve the optimization
problem efficiently. In the SIMP method, the penalization projection takes a power form with a typical penalty of
3. Other penalization schemes (e.g., RAMP, SINH) can be referred in [17,18]. Penalty techniques work as a mean
to make not only densities but also sensitivities more distinguished to steadily steer the optimization iteratively
toward solid–void solutions. In spite of this method’s feasibility, its element-wise structural description can result
in solutions with zig-zag boundaries, which are deemed as materially inefficient. In addition, the elemental pixel
representation may well give birth to the so-called checkerboarding issue [3] as a consequence of a deficiency of loworder finite element interpolations paired with element-wise material variations. This numerical issue is addressed
by applying regularization methods such as filtering schemes [3]. Nevertheless, element-based descriptions may
bring about difficulties in dealing with geometric interface conditions such as design-dependent pressure loads and
explicit geometric constraints [19]. Beginning with the introductory works of [10,20–22], the level-set description
was incorporated into structural optimization as the level-set method, which has been studied extensively and
many variants have been proposed so far (see [23] for a review). In the level-set-based framework, instead of the
density pixel description, the structural interface is formed via iso-contours or iso-surfaces from cutting a higher
dimensional surface (i.e., level-set function, LSF). In this way, a clear and smooth boundary representation can be
constructed to accurately capture the structures. Moreover, numerical regularization for the checkerboarding problem
is unnecessary, as the cutting mechanism of the level-set description naturally avoids the discontinuity of material
from element to element (see Fig. 1(c) for an example of a 0/1 iso-contour structural description). However, level-set
methods still generate some numerical artifacts. Optimized results may suffer from a large quantity of local minima
and strong dependency on the initial guess design as a character of the shape optimization. Level-set methods
also require regularization techniques to, for example, address too steep or too flat LSF issues, or to solve the
Hamilton–Jacobi (H–J) partial derivative equation (PDE) with finite difference schemes in the updating procedure.
Despite some undesirable numerical artifacts in both density-based and level-set-based methods, this paper
proposes a new method that borrows some ingredients from both to perform a user-friendly structural optimization
with good precision and efficiency. The basic idea consists of combining a level-set description together with
material interpolation with penalty to achieve a fast solution convergence with clear and smooth structural
boundaries. In the aspect of parameterization, the LSF values are mapped on element nodes and free to grow
up and down, only in the direction perpendicular to the structural interface. In this case, the LSF does not have to
be a signed-distance function, which is usually required in conventional level-set methods [23]. The calculation of
the LSF gradient on the boundary is no longer necessary either, which allows the LSF to be steep as well as flat.
The merit of employing the LSF is threefold: to describe the structural interface smoothly, to determine and update
design variables, and to avoid the checkerboarding issue. As for geometry mapping, the proposed method follows a
fixed discretization of the design domain and shifts the LSF to a density distribution to form the analysis model. This
treatment is also popular in conventional level-set methods [23], except that the proposed method introduces the
penalization scheme to the density field formation. Regarding update information, the element densities are defined
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Fig. 1. Different implicit structural descriptions. (a) shows an exact 0/1 element-wise description. (b) shows a 0∼1 element-wise description
with middle densities. (c) shows an exact 0/1 iso-contour description.

as design variables, and the derivatives of objective and constraint functions with respect to the design variables
are calculated as element sensitivities. Then, nodal sensitivities are obtained based on element sensitivities to drive
LSF propagation. In the update procedure, the optimal criteria equation is deduced according to Karush–Kuhn–
Tucker (KKT) conditions. An ordinary differential equation (ODE) stemming from the optimal criteria equation is
then established to update the nodal LSF values that function as a middle field to form the density distribution.
The convergence logic is that if all elements reach the optimal criteria, then the LSF stops propagating. As a
consequence, the design update can be obtained by the solving of the ODE rather than the H–J PDE used in
conventional level-set methods [23]. The ODE in the proposed method and the H–J PDE in conventional level-set
methods are routed from different descriptions of LSF movement in the same space. Unlike the H–J PDE, the
ODE only concerns the LSF’s variation in one direction, which makes the update of LSF simple and efficient. In
the aspect of regularization, although the LSF is free to be steep or flat in the proposed method, it is actually a
comparative concept. ‘Steep’ refers to the ratio of different nodal LSF values that can be relatively large, while ‘flat’
indicates that the absolute magnitudes of all nodal LSF values need to remain at a small level. This consideration
is to keep the LSF evolution active and grants it the ability to efficiently carry out topological variations, such as
structural formation, disappearance, fracture, translation, rotation, and merger. Hence, the proposed method employ
a regularization scheme to meet this goal. The regularization scheme is just a scaling way performed at certain
frequencies to create the LSF’s whole “flatness” without losing its comparative “steepness”, which is convenient to
implement and hardly consume computation time.
There are related works in the literature. In the article of Guo et al. [24], the LSF (which they also called
the dynamic implicit surface function) was employed to do shape and topology descriptions. A relationship was
established between element stiffness and the LSF values on its four nodes. Inspired by element-based sensitivity
analysis, the topological derivative, proportional to the strain energy, was incorporated into the derivatives of the
objective and constraints functions with respect to the design variable of LSF. In this way, the computational burden
associated with LSF evolution were alleviated while maintaining a smooth and clear structural representation. Note
that the topological derivative of a nodal LSF value was an average sum of the four neighboring elements without
penalty. Kawamoto et al. [25] proposed to apply penalization scheme to avoid large regions with intermediate
densities. A scalar function that was filtered by a Helmholtz type PDE was used to map the elemental density
through a Heaviside projection, and the optimization problem was solved based on the optimal criteria for the KKT
conditions. The scalar function worked as the LSF and could describe gray areas, so in some sense, the method
was deemed as level-set-based density method. Also of value is the work by Van Dijk et al. [26], in which the LSF
was used to describe intermediate densities obtained through an exact Heaviside formulation. The method used a
direct steepest-descent method to update the LSF. The LSF was not required to be a signed-distance function, and
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re-initialization was omitted. However, it was still a shape derivative-driven methodology that may suffer the issue
of inefficient convergence. Recently, Wei et al. [27] proposed a level-set band method expected to incorporate the
advantages of density-based methods into level-set methods. In their study, instead of using the zero level-set to cut
the structural interface, a level-set band with lower and upper bounds was employed to improve topological change
ability. The level-set band was interpreted into a density distribution, and as the band gradually shrank, it became
equivalent to the zero level-set when the lower and upper bounds of the band overlapped. In this way, the objective
and constraint functions could change more smoothly, the topological variation ability could be more powerful,
and the final results achieved distinct and smooth structural boundaries. More recently, Andreasen et al. [28] also
explored a way to combine a level-set method and density method. In this work, a series of projection schemes were
adopted to define the nodal design variables of LSF. Other than that the finite element and sensitivity analyses were
different than those in density methods, some ingredients, such as the design field, filter technique and optimizer,
were the same with those in density methods. To some extent, this approach can be regarded as a nodal variablebased density method. In the present paper, some similarities and differences should be stated compared with these
aforementioned works. We propose to perform topology optimization under a new frame that integrates some flavors
from both level-set and density methods. Like all the related works, the level-set is utilized in this paper to realize
a structural representation since the iso-contour and iso-surface manner of LSF can be advantageous in delivering
clear and smooth structure boundaries. The design variables are element densities in the proposed method, and the
LSF is an intermediate field to construct the structure and determine element densities. In this way, deducting of
derivatives of the objective and constraints with respect to design variables is straightforward, and the algorithm
enables transplantation to other concerns based on densities. Nodal sensitivity is calculated by the average sum
of the neighboring elements that contain the node, which is the same treatment as that of Guo et al. [24] and
Wei et al. [27]. However, unlike those studies, this paper employs the density penalization strategy. Instead of
using projection schemes to connect design variables with physical analysis models and update the design variables
through adjoint formulation as Andreasen et al. [28] did, we establish an ODE to build a relationship between
nodal sensitivity and LSF evolution. The ODE always accounts for LSF evolution in one direction (orthogonal to
the structural interface). In this way, a series of topological variation can be conveniently achieved for the proposed
method. Wei et al. [27] also developed an ODE to update the LSF by keeping its space gradients close to 1 (to
shape a sign-distance LSF) through an approximate re-initialization strategy. However, the ODE in the proposed
method considers the LSF movement only in one direction, the space gradients of the LSF are not of concern, and a
sign-distance LSF is unnecessary. Based on the working manner of the ODE, the proposed method utilizes a tailored
regularization scheme to address numerical issues. The regularization is a simple scaling manner that can be not
only effective, but also efficient. The goal of the regularization is to keep the LSF close to the zero level-set rather
than shape a sign-distance function to strengthen topological variation ability. This possesses many differences with
corresponding attempts in related works.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 starts with an optimization overview for the
proposed method, including the parameterization of the LSF, geometry mapping, nodal sensitivity, ODE-driven LSF
evolution based on optimal criteria, and regularization; subsequently, optimization formulations for the minimum
compliance, maximum eigenfrequency, and heat conduction problems are introduced, and sensitivities analysis for
the corresponding problems are given in Section 3; in Section 4, several well-known benchmark numerical examples
are discussed, as well as parameters study and some extensions; followed by conclusions and future works in
Section 5; finally, the Appendix part is presented, where compact MATLAB codes for the discussed three classes
of problems are provided for educational purposes.
2. Optimization overview of the ODE-driven level-set density method
2.1. Parameterization of the LSF
The LSF φ is discretized in the design domain and parameterized as a nodal value, which is formulated as
follows:
⎧
⎪
⎨φ (X) > 0 ∀X ∈ Ω \∂Ω
(1)
φ (X) = 0 ∀X ∈ ∂Ω
⎪
⎩
φ (X) < 0 ∀X ∈ D\Ω
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Fig. 2. Comparison of different LSF evolution manners. (a) shows an evolution manner of the LSF along the structural interface. (b) shows
an evolution manner of the LSF perpendicular to the structural interface.

where X is the coordinate of a point inside the design domain D and ∂Ω is the boundary of the solid domain Ω . The
proposed method parameterizes the LSF as most level-set methods do [23]. The advancement of the LSF herein,
however, occurs in a different way. As illustrated in Fig. 2, instead of the normal movement along the structural
interface usually adopted in conventional level-set methods (Fig. 2(a)), the LSF in the proposed method evolves
perpendicular to the zero level-set (Fig. 2(b)). Moreover, there are no prescribed lower and upper bounds for the
LSF’s nodal scalar value, and it is allowed to grow up and down freely without move limit.
Remark I. The LSF’s up–down evolution manner (Fig. 2(a)) can be more advantageous than the normal-moving
way (Fig. 2(b)). In conventional level-set methods [11,13], owing to the normal boundary-variation evolution, a
major drawback for the LSF is its inability to create new holes upon the candidate design. As a result, the final
solutions suffer from dependency on the initial design. Besides, conventional level-set methods rely heavily on
regularization of both the LSF and sensitivity to obtain sufficient perturbations along the boundaries that govern
shape variation. While utilizing the up–down evolution manner, hole-nucleation from solids and solid-nucleation
from voids become available, as the hole or solid naturally appears when the LSF decreases below or increases
above the zero level-set. In other words, the up–down evolution manner is more powerful in delivering topological
variations. Moreover, since the LSF can vary without restriction, it is unlikely and not required to be a signeddistance function, which is usually necessary for conventional level-set methods. Thus, efforts to control the LSF’s
space gradient are saved, and the corresponding computation burden is discarded. In spite of the different evolution
features for conventional level-set methods and the one in the proposed method, they can actually be unified in the
same mathematical framework of the LSF’s movement description (see Section 2.4 for a detailed discussion).
2.2. Geometry mapping
To perform finite element analysis (FEA), the LSF needs to be shifted to a physical model. For the proposed
method, an exact Heaviside function H (φ) is used to map the LSF onto a structural model, which reads as follows:
{
1
H (φ) =
0

if φ ≥ 0
if φ < 0.

(2)

The ersatz material model [11,13] is adopted here for FEA for convenience, as the design domain can be meshed
once and for all while excluding mesh regeneration or modification. The transformation of the ersatz material model
from the LSF is equivalent to the transformation of the density distribution ρe from the precise Heaviside function
H (φ), which is given as:
∫
D H (φ) dΩ
,
(3)
ρe = e ∫
De dΩ
5
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where De is the element domain. In practical implementation, for the 2D case, the element density ρe is obtained
through:
As
ρe =
,
(4)
Ae
where As indicates the solid’s area and Ae the element’s area (for the 3D case, As and Ae refer to the solid’s
and the element’s volumes, respectively). Once the element density ρe is determined, Young’s modulus E e can be
calculated:
E e (ρe ) = E min + (ρe ) p (E 0 − E min ) ,

(5)

where E min is a small positive to avoid singularity of the global stiffness matrix, p is the penalty and E 0 is the
stiffness of the element with full material. After calculating elemental stiffness and assembling the global stiffness
matrix, the physical FEA model is developed.
Remark II. Herein, the element density ρe is defined as the design variable rather than the discretized nodal
LSF value. The LSF is only applied as an auxiliary field to construct structures and determine element density.
Instead of using the nodal LSF value as the design variable and projecting the LSF to the density field [11,28],
the choice of element density as the design variable saves the application of projections between density and
other variables, which does not bring new non-linearity and non-convexity into the optimization. Meanwhile, the
Heaviside function here works to transform the LSF into the density field, and it does not need to be involved in
the sensitivity analysis. Thus, it can be an exact form without the concern of differentiability. Density as a design
variable enables the proposed method to perform a straightforward sensitivity analysis. In this sense, the proposed
method enjoys good transplantability and can be extended to other density-based problems without any further
sensitivity revision. It is noteworthy that the penalization scheme is introduced in Eq. (5), which plays an important
role in the proposed method. In traditional density-based methods, the extrinsic manifestation of the penalization
scheme is the fading of intermediate densities and distinction of solid–void representation, however, the intrinsic
nature of the penalization technique is to distinguish (or polarize) sensitivities, which in turn drives the candidate
design to solid–void structures. The penalization strategy used in this paper works the same way. By distinguishing
the difference between sensitivities, the converging behavior of the optimization process becomes efficient and
stable. A more detailed discussion can be referred to in Section 4.2.1, where some numerical examples are given
to illustrate the penalty effect.
2.3. Nodal sensitivity
During the optimization process, update information is iteratively renewed to update the candidate design. LSF
evolution is driven based on nodal sensitivity. Here, the nodal sensitivity VN S is defined as the average sum of the
sensitivities of the elements that contain the node, which reads as follows:
VN S =

ne
1 ∑
∂R
,
n e 1 ∂ρe

(6)

where n e denotes the total number of elements that have a common node, and R is the response objective function.
Typically, for a structured quadrilateral mesh, three mesh node situations are specified, that is, node contained by
only one element (i.e., corner node), node shared by two neighbor elements (i.e., boundary node), and node shared
by four neighbor elements (i.e., inner node) [24].
Remark III. The relationship between node and element sensitivity is, in a way, a filter scheme, with a radius of the
distance from the node to the element center. It is argued, however, the filter radius is the least small value that allows
a node to attain a magnitude of sensitivity. The filter scheme used in density-based methods averages sensitivities
in some ways [3], which suppresses the diversity of sensitivities that govern topological configurations. As a result,
the solution space is reduced. Especially when the filter radius increases, the optimized results are more likely to
shape less structural components. Although the less complex topological geometries can be preferable considering
practical manufacturing, they do not guarantee better performances in theoretical analysis. The proposed method
6
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does not regulate the original sensitivity field, thus, it tends to achieve results with more details and potential better
performances. Nevertheless, the proposed method can also introduce the sensitivity filtering strategy to realize less
complex layouts, and it is optional based on practical demands. Refer to Section 4.3.3 for a more detailed discussion.
2.4. ODE-driven LSF evolution based on optimal criteria
In the proposed method’s update procedure, the LSF is advanced through an ODE.∑
This updating strategy is
derived from an optimality criteria equation. Considering the equality volume constraint
ρe ve = V f (where ve is
the element volume and V f is the given permitted volume fraction), the Lagrangian function is formed as:
∑
L = R+Λ
ρe ve ,
(7)
where Λ is a Lagrangian multiplier. Differentiating the Lagrangian function with respect to the design variable, it
yields:
∂R
∂L
=
+ Λve .
(8)
∂ρe
∂ρe
In the case of a structured FEA mesh, ve can be normalized as 1. According to the KKT conditions, the convergence
optimal criteria can be obtained as:
∂R
+ Λ = 0.
(9)
∂ρe
To deduce the LSF evolution governing ODE, we first investigate a more general spatial motion of the LSF.
Considering an nD space, the LSF φ (X) is a function defined in the nD space and can propagate in any direction
in the nD space, where X = (x1 , . . . , x j , . . . , xn ). Introducing the pseudo time t, the zero level-set can be written
as:
φ (X, t) = 0.

(10)

By differentiating the LSF with regard to pseudo time t, we have:
∂φ
∂φ ∂ x1
∂φ ∂ x j
∂φ ∂ xn
+
+ ··· +
+ ··· +
= 0.
∂t
∂ x1 ∂t
∂ x j ∂t
∂ xn ∂t

(11)

Herein, if φ is immutable along the jth direction in the nD space, that is, ∂φ/∂ x j = 0, then Eq. (11) yields:
∂φ
∂φ ∂ x1
∂φ ∂ x j−1
∂φ ∂ x j+1
∂φ ∂ xn
+
+ ··· +
+
+ ··· +
= 0.
∂t
∂ x1 ∂t
∂ x j−1 ∂t
∂ x j+1 ∂t
∂ xn ∂t
But if the value of φ only changes along the jth direction in the nD space, it has:
∂φ
∂φ
∂φ
∂φ
= ··· =
=
= ··· =
= 0,
∂ x1
∂ x j−1
∂ x j+1
∂ xn
and Eq. (11) becomes:
∂φ
∂φ ∂ x j
+
= 0.
∂t
∂ x j ∂t

(12)

(13)

(14)

Typically, identifying a 3D space, suppose φ (X) is a function defined in that 3D space where X = (x, y, z). If
only the movements along the x- and y-directions deliver changes to φ in the 3D space, that is, ∂φ/∂z = 0, then
Eq. (11) yields:
∂φ
∂φ ∂ x
∂φ ∂ y
+
+
= 0,
(15)
∂t
∂ x ∂t
∂ y ∂t
which is the classic conventional H–J PDE [11,13] for a 2D design problem, where the structural domain is located
in the x–y plane.
Now let us change the movement of φ. For instance, assuming φ is only changeable just in the z-direction
(i.e., ∂φ/∂ x = 0 and ∂φ/∂ y = 0), we have:
∂φ
∂φ ∂z
+
= 0.
(16)
∂t
∂z ∂t
7
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As can be learned, the update of the LSF is only determined by information in the z-direction. Particularly, if
∂φ/∂z is a constant, the PDE of Eq. (16) becomes an ODE. We define the update information as velocity Vz , and
we obtain:
dφ
+ Vz = 0,
(17)
dt
Herein, the Eq. (17) is borrowed to update the LSF in the proposed method, and after discretization of the design
domain, nodal sensitivity is used to drive the LSF’s propagation:
dφ
+ VN S = 0.
(18)
dt
Thus, the ODE for LSF evolution is formulated (note here that Eq. (17) is established for any arbitrary point in the
design domain and is naturally applicable for all analysis mesh nodes). With the introduction of nodal sensitivity,
LSF evolution can be used for structure optimization. However, the volume constraint and convergence evaluation
is not incorporated in Eq. (18). Considering optimal criteria, it is easy to prove that the optimal criteria for elements
is equivalent for nodes; hence, based on the elemental optimal criteria in Eq. (9), the nodal optimal criteria can be
attained as follows:
VN S + Λ = 0.

(19)

Replacing VN S in Eq. (18) with VN S + Λ, we have:
dφ
+ (VN S + Λ) = 0.
(20)
dt
Eq. (20) delivers such a message that the Lagrangian multiplier Λ is introduced to tackle the material volume
constraint, and the LSF stops propagating as the optimal criteria term (VN S + Λ) becomes 0, in other words,
theoretically, LSF evolution ends with all nodal sensitivities equal to the same constant as the Lagrangian multiplier,
which is a KKT point. Thus, based on Eq. (20), the iterative update format of the LSF can be developed as follows:
φi+1 = φi − ∆t (VN S + Λ) ,

(21)

where i is the iteration number and ∆t is the chosen time step. The stopping criteria for the optimization can be the
minimum change of objective function R (compared with, for instance, the last five iterations), or a user-defined
maximum loop:
|Ri − Ri−5 |
< 1 × 10−4 , or i > loopmax .
(22)
Ri
Remark IV. As claimed in Remark I, LSF evolution in conventional level-set methods and the proposed method
can be unified in the same frame, that is, Eqs. (15) and (16) are both descriptions of LSF movement in the same
space but under different conditions. As illustrated in Fig. 3, Fig. 3(a) and (e) depict an example of Eqs. (15) and
(16), respectively. The LSF value is indicated by color. For the Eq. (15) example, the LSF color remains unchanged
in the z-direction (see Fig. 3(b) and (c), which present a slice parallel to the x–z plane and a slice parallel to the y–z
plane, respectively), and each slice perpendicular to the z-axis is exactly the same (Fig. 3(c)), which corresponds
to ∂φ/∂z = 0. In the case of Eq. (16), the LSF only varies in the z-direction while remaining immutable in both
x- and y-directions (see Fig. 3(f) and (g), which present a slice parallel to the x–z plane and a slice parallel to
the y–z plane, respectively), and it has an identical value within each slice perpendicular to the z-axis (Fig. 3(h)),
which indicates ∂φ/∂ x = 0 and ∂φ/∂ y = 0 (typically, if ∂φ/∂z is a constant, the level-set’s color exhibits linear
variation along the z-direction). Regarding the case of Eq. (15), since the LSF is independent of z, any arbitrary slice
parallel to the x–y plane can be used to study LSF movement, which is the way in conventional level-set methods
(see Fig. 4(a) for a possible variation in conventional level-set methods). In contrast to Eq. (15), LSF evolution in
Eq. (16) is independent of x and y, thus, we can choose specific LSF x- and y-values (e.g., x = a and y = b, where
a and b are given constants) to help investigate its variation. In this case, the geometrical expression for the LSF is
a spatial line parallel to the z-axis. That is to say, unlike how conventional level-set methods describe LSF variation
in a spatial plane (for a 2D design problem) and that an iso-contour for the LSF can be developed to identify
8
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Fig. 3. LSF illustrations. (a) gives an example of the LSF with ∂φ/∂z = 0. (b), (c), and (d) show slices of the LSF parallel to the x–z
plane, y–z plane, and x–y plane, respectively. (e) gives an example of the LSF with ∂φ/∂ x = 0 and ∂φ/∂ y = 0. (f), (g), and (h) show
slices of the LSF parallel to the x–z plane, y–z plane, and x–y plane, respectively.

Fig. 4. LSF evolution illustrations. (a) A possible propagation of the LSF for conventional level-set methods. (b) A possible propagation of
the LSF for the proposed method.

the structural boundary, the LSF line-description can only cause LSF movement within the line, and the structure’s
interface cannot be shaped. However, by assigning, for example, each of the element nodes an independent LSF line
and choosing a candidate LSF point in each line, it is able to interpolate a spatial LSF surface and a structural isocontour, and the LSF surface can evolve with the motion of those points along corresponding lines (see Fig. 4(b) for
a possible variation in the proposed method). Note here that the LSF expressions in Fig. 4(a) and (b) are consistent,
where the plane with color expression can be projected to a spatial surface and vice versa.
The formulations of Eqs. (15) and (16) are descriptions of the LSF with regard to a 2D structure. For 3D design
problems, the LSF needs to be upgraded to one higher dimension to describe 3D structural variation. For example,
φ (X) is a function defined in the 4D space where X = (x, y, z, w). Regarding conventional level-set methods, the
LSF evolution equation can be formulated as follows:
∂φ
∂φ ∂ x
∂φ ∂ y
∂φ ∂z
+
+
+
= 0,
(23)
∂t
∂ x ∂t
∂ y ∂t
∂z ∂t
which is a 3D version of the H–J PDE and describes LSF movement in x-, y- and z- directions. Apparently, solving
Eq. (23) can be more expensive than the 2D H–J PDE version in Eq. (15). However, in the proposed method, the
conversion from a 2D case to a 3D case is convenient and straightforward without extra computational burden.
Similar to Eq. (16), LSF propagations in x-, y- and z- directions do not lead to LSF value variations, that is:
∂φ
∂φ
∂φ
=
=
= 0,
(24)
∂x
∂y
∂z
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the regularization scheme. (a) shows that P1 and P2 are unable to switch the LSF sign as they are too far away from
the zero level-set. (b) shows that P1 and P2 can switch the LSF sign with the regularization.

and the LSF evolution equation can be written as:
∂φ
∂φ ∂w
+
= 0,
(25)
∂t
∂w ∂t
which describes LSF movement only in the w-direction. As shown, Eq. (25) can be also transformed into an ODE
like Eq. (16). That is to say, handling both 2D and 3D structures is exactly the same for the proposed method,
and the LSF evolution for both can be driven by an ODE. Apparently, this property is advantageous, as it liberates
the optimization from complex PDE computation, as a result, cumbersome numerical manipulation and expensive
computation cost are saved.
Additionally, the proposed method can be performed regardless of analysis mesh (structured or unstructured).
Generally, solving the H–J PDE for conventional level-set methods requires regular mesh to perform finite difference
schemes in the updating procedure. Hence, it is inconvenient for conventional level-set methods to perform topology
optimization with unstructured meshes. However, this trouble is naturally avoided since the ODE-driven LSF
evolution is totally independent of structural interfaces. No matter how the structure is meshed, the LSF only varies
along the direction perpendicular to the structure interface. In this sense, the proposed method offers more potential
for optimal designs in practical engineering, as most practical models are complicated and can only be discretized
with unstructured meshes.
2.5. Regularization
Within the progress of optimization, the value of φ can be too large. In some cases, this situation may suppress
the topological changing ability and optimization is more likely to fall into local optimum or ill-posed solutions
owing to how φ is limited to change in the direction perpendicular to the structural interface. As a result, topological
variations, such as structural formation, disappearance, translation, rotation, and merging, are achieved simply based
on the LSF φ growing above or below the cutting level-set, which is different from conventional level-set methods,
where the LSF evolves based on normal boundary perturbations. Hence, to overcome side effects paired with this
topology variation strategy, a regularization scheme for the LSF is adopted, which is a simple scaling term:
φ ∗ = αφ, 0 < α < 1,

(26)

where α is a scaling factor. By applying this rescaling regularization with a certain frequency during the iteration
process, the whole LSF compresses, in other words, the LSF surface flattens. This is important for the LSF to
maintain its topological changing ability. Note that the rescaling strategy only alters the whole absolute magnitude
of the LSF but does not influence the ratio inside the LSF since the regularization is a linear scaling.
Remark V. The LSF’s up–down evolution manner enables the proposed method to perform a series of topological
variations. However, topological defects may well arise as side effects during optimization. As illustrated in Fig. 5,
taking a random candidate point P1 in the design domain as an example, as optimization goes on, the LSF value
P1 may accumulate to a certain value. Assuming this value is positive (with solid material), at some point in the
optimization process, the optimizer recognizes that the material at the candidate point P1 is inefficient and should
10
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Fig. 6. Desired regularization effects of the LSF. (a) A desired LSF for conventional level-set methods. (b) A desired LSF for the proposed
method.

be moved to another place; specifically, the LSF value at the candidate point needs to become negative (with void
material). But if this value is too large after a period of accumulation, it may not immediately respond to the
optimizer’s request. Similarly, for a random candidate point P2 with void material in the design domain that needs
to be solid, the large gap may well not allow this change. As a result, topological defects can develop. To address
this issue, a straightforward idea is to decrease the LSF value to a certain magnitude for point P1 (or to increase
the LSF value to a certain magnitude for point P2 ) where the response to the optimizer can be performed timely.
In this sense, keeping the LSF value close to the zero level-set is preferable. Note here that there is no move limit
for the LSF evolution, as long as perturbations based on nodal sensitivities are sufficient, so the LSF is allowed to
transform from a solid to a void or vice versa. Thus, the linear scaling regularization in Eq. (26) is employed in the
proposed method to keep the LSF close to the zero level-set. The scaling regularization works as a re-initialization
strategy. With periodic re-initialization of the LSF, optimization becomes more active, and the topological defects
can be naturally, effectively, and efficiently eliminated.
The differing LSF evolution leads to different regularization strategies for conventional level-set methods and
the proposed method to tackle numerical issues. Fig. 6 compares the desired LSF features for these two kinds of
methods. In conventional level-set methods [11,13], the sign-distance property for the LSF is desirable to ensure
sufficient topological changing ability, i.e., the LSF is neither too steep nor too flat (Fig. 6(a)). In the proposed
method, the sign-distance property for the LSF is unnecessary, but a flat LSF near the cutting level-set is preferred
(Fig. 6(b)).
3. Optimization formulation
3.1. Compliance minimization problem
In this subsection, a standard compliance minimization problem for the statically loaded linear elastic structure
subject to a constraint on the material volume is defined. The mathematical optimization model takes the following
form:
min : C (ρe ) =

ρ1 ,...,ρ Ne

Ne
∑

ρep ueT Ke ue ,

(27)

e=1

subject to:
KU = F,
Ne
∑

(28)

ρ e ve = V f ,

(29)

e=1

0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1,

(e = 1, . . . , Ne ) ,

(30)

where C is the objective function of static compliance, Ne the total number of finite elements in the admissible
design domain, ue the elemental displacement field, Ke the elemental stiffness matrix, K the global stiffness matrix,
U global displacement field, F the external loads, and V f the allowable volume fraction. The design variable ρe is
updated with lower and upper bounds of 0 and 1 respectively.
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3.2. Eigenfrequency maximization problem
In this subsection, the optimization of an eigenfrequency maximization problem for freely vibrating continuum
structures is formulated. Assuming that damping can be neglected, the maximization of the jth order eigenvalue
λ j (λ j = ω2j , and ω j is the jth order eigenfrequency) can be formulated as follows:
max : λ j ,

(31)

ρ1 ,...,ρ Ne

subject to,
Kφ j = λ j Mφ j ,

( j = 1, . . . , J ) ,

(32)

φTj Mφk = δ jk ,

( j ≥ k, j, k = 1, . . . , J ) ,

(33)

Ne
∑

ρ e ve = V f ,

(34)

e=1

0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1,

(e = 1, . . . , Ne ) ,

(35)

where φ j is the corresponding eigenvector for the jth order eigenvalue, M the symmetric and positive definite mass
matrix of the finite element based, generalized structural eigenvalue problem, and δ jk is Kronecker’s delta. The J
candidate eigenfrequencies considered are all real and can be numbered such that 0 < ω1 < ω2 < · · · ω J , and it is
assumed that the corresponding eigenvectors are M-orthonormalized. Herein, benefiting from the exact solid–void
structural description of LSF, the consideration for the local-mode issue is no longer necessary with the absence of
a large scale of gray regions [29].
3.3. Thermal compliance minimization problem
Mathematically, the formulation of a thermal compliance minimization problem for statically loaded linear elastic
structures subject to a constraint on the material volume has many similarities with the standard static compliance
minimization problem. The optimization formulation of such kind model is defined as follows:
min : Ct (ρe ) =

ρ1 ,...,ρ Ne

Ne
∑

ρep teT Kte te ,

(36)

e=1

subject to,
Kt T = Ft ,
Ne
∑

(37)

ρ e ve = V f ,

(38)

e=1

0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1,

(e = 1, . . . , Ne ) ,

(39)

where Ct is the thermal compliance used to reflect the efficiency of heat conduction, te the elemental temperature
field, Kte the elemental heat conductivity matrix, Kt the global heat conductivity matrix, T the global temperature
field, and Ft the external heat flux.
3.4. Sensitivity analysis
Since the above-stated problems are studied extensively in the literature, herein only the final results of the
derivative of objective and constraint functions with respect to the design variable ρe are given. For the case of
compliance minimization, the derivative of objective function with respect to the design variable ρe can be written
as:
∂C
= − p (ρe ) p−1 ueT Ke ue .
(40)
∂ρe
For a more detailed derivation of sensitivities, the reader is referred to [30].
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For the simple eigenfrequency maximization problem, the sensitivity of fundamental eigenfrequency with respect
to the design variable ρe takes the following form:
(
)
∂λ1
= φ1T p (ρe ) p−1 Ke − λ1 ρe Me φ1 .
(41)
∂ρe
See, for instance, the work in [29] for a more detailed derivation of sensitivities.
As for the minimum thermal compliance case, the sensitivity is much similar to the static compliance case and
can be formulated as:
∂Ct
= − p (ρe ) p−1 teT Kte te .
(42)
∂ρe
The deduction of sensitivities for minimum thermal compliance is also consistent with the static compliance case
and can be referred to in [30]. The above-given sensitivities are derivatives of the objective function with respect
to design variables. For the case of constraint function, the derivative can be normalized as 1 when utilizing the
structured finite element meshes.
3.5. Optimization procedure
The optimization procedure for solving the above-presented mathematical model can be divided into two major
modules, i.e. the preparation module and the optimization module. As the flow chart of Fig. 7 illustrates, the
preparation module contains some preliminary contents before optimization, which involves the parameters setting
of algorithm and material property, pre-FEA operations, and definitions of boundary conditions. The optimization
module starts with the initialization of LSF, and then the density field is interpolated from the LSF. After the
initialization work, the optimization goes into the solving iteration loop. The density distribution field is utilized as
the FEA physical model. Based on the FEA results, the structural responses can be obtained, including objective
function value, element sensitivity, and nodal sensitivity. The nodal sensitivity VN S is calculated through Eq. (6).
As the velocity field (i.e. the nodal sensitivity) is determined, the LSF can be updated through the iterative formula
Eq. (21) that developed from the ODE of Eq. (20). Herein, the Lagrangian multiplier Λ in Eq. (21) dealing with the
volume constraint is found through a bi-sectioning algorithm. The regularization strategy of Eq. (26) is applied after
the updating of LSF. Once the LSF is renewed, the density field can be regenerated for the next implementation of
FEA. Finally, the iteration loop is terminated if the convergence requirement is satisfied, i.e. the stopping criteria
of Eq. (22).
4. Numerical examples
In this section, numerical examples are discussed to substantiate feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed
method. The section consists of three subsections and is organized as follows: In Section 4.1, benchmark examples
with regard to the minimum compliance, maximum eigenfrequency and minimum thermal compliance problems are
demonstrated in a comparison with the conventional density method (specifically, the SIMP method). In Section 4.2,
the effects of the algorithm parameters are studied to show their influences on optimization results. Parameters
independent of the three optimization problems include penalty, volume relaxation step, time step, and regularization.
In Section 4.3, some extensive numerical studies are presented to further express the algorithm’s effectiveness and
efficiency, including discussions on the different penalization schemes, different initial designs, sensitivity filtering
and mesh dependency, multiple load cases, design domain with non-designable regions, detailed algorithm efficiency,
and irregular design domain discretized with unstructured meshes.
4.1. Benchmark examples
This subsection discusses benchmark examples for three types of optimization problems – minimum compliance,
maximum eigenfrequency, and minimum thermal compliance problem – in comparison with the widely used SIMP
method. Each benchmark example is presented with both 2D and 3D cases, and the corresponding MATLAB codes
are given in Appendix C for reference and verification. The MATLAB codes for the SIMP method are also available
in [31] and [32] for 2D and 3D design cases, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Flow chart of the proposed method.

The definition and illustration of all benchmark examples are outlined in the benchmark model library (Fig. 8).
The first four models are studied for compliance minimization problems, models 5–8 for eigenfrequency maximization problems, and the last four models for thermal compliance minimization problems. Basic common algorithm
parameters regardless of optimization problem include penalty, volume relaxation step, time step, regularization
value, regularization frequency and regularization starting point. The parameter setting can be different for each
optimization problem. For each benchmark example, the penalty is set at values of 2, 3, and 4. Other parameters
settings for the discussed benchmark examples, including material property and algorithm parameters, are collected
in Table 1 and denoted with their corresponding names in the MATLAB codes, where E is the material elasticity
module (or T the conductivity module), E 0 indicates the elasticity module coefficient with full material (or T 0 the
conductivity module coefficient with full material), while E min is the elasticity module coefficient without material
(or T min the conductivity module coefficient without material), n Rel ax is the volume relaxation step, dt is the
time step, and Reg, n Reg, and s Reg are regularization value, regularization frequency, and regularization starting
point, respectively. For the SIMP model, the filter radius r min is given a value of 1.5 to avoid the checkerboarding
issue for all cases. Herein, unless otherwise mentioned, the initial design with full material volume is adopted for
all numerical examples, as the proposed method has the capacity to create new holes and a full material design can
ensure broader design space. The volume constraint G is linearly relaxed in the first N R iterations (n Rel ax in the
MATLAB code) before reaching the permitted volume fraction V f as follows:
(
) i
G i = V0 − V0 − V f
i ≤ NR,
(43)
NR
where i indicates the ith iteration step, and V0 is the initial material volume fraction equal to 1 when choosing the
initial design with full material.
The section demonstrates a series of benchmark comparisons for the proposed method in contrast to the SIMP
method. However, to facilitate readership, only some of the cases in the benchmark model library are featured; the
14
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Fig. 8. Benchmark model library.

Table 1
Parameters for the benchmark examples.
E(T )

E 0 (T0 )

E min (Tmin )

n Relax

dt

Reg

n Reg

s Reg

rmin

4.1.1

2D
3D

1
1

1
1

1 × 10−8
1 × 10−8

50
50

0.01
0.01

0.1
0.1

4
4

52
52

1.5
1.5

4.1.2

2D
3D

1 × 109
1 × 109

1
1

1 × 10−4
1 × 10−4

50
50

1
1

0.1
0.1

4
4

52
52

1.5
1.5

4.1.3

2D
3D

1
1

1
1

0.01
0.01

100
100

0.01
0.01

0.5
0.5

4
4

4
4

1.5
1.5

results for other models can be referred to in Appendix A. Here, each optimization problem is considered with a 2D
and 3D example. Specifically, Model1 and Model3 , Model6 and Model8 , and Model9 and Model11 are
designated for discussions of minimum compliance, maximum eigenfrequency, and minimum thermal compliance
problems, respectively.
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Table 2
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 2D cantilever beam example.

4.1.1. Minimum compliance examples
For the minimum compliance problem, model definitions for the 2D and 3D design problems are featured in
Fig. 8 (Model1 ) and Fig. 8 (Model3 ), respectively. Algorithm and material property parameters are given in
the 4.1.1 row of Table 1.
4.1.1.1 2D case: Cantilever beam A cantilever beam problem is first demonstrated, with definitions of the boundary
conditions illustrated in the benchmark model library (Fig. 8 (Model1 )). The rectangular region stretches with
normalized lengths of L x = 200 and L y = 100. The FEA mesh is discretized with 200 × 100 regular quadrilateral
elements. The whole design region is fixed on the left end with a point load of F = 1 on the midpoint of the right
end. The permitted material volume is 50% over the whole design domain.
The converged results for both methods are displayed in Table 2. The first row shows the benchmark solutions
of the SIMP method with penalties of 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The caption ‘Obj’ in the table is the abbreviation
of objective function, which, in this case, indicates compliance. The percentages in the brackets imply the ratio of
intermediate densities over the whole design region. The evolution history plots of the SIMP method are shown in
the second row. The third and fourth rows are the respective solutions and iteration process plots of the proposed
method.
The SIMP and proposed method solutions in the first and third rows demonstrate consistencies in some ways,
yet the two results show some differences as well. Solutions in the proposed method demonstrate distinct and
smooth structural boundaries, which are more mechanically efficient over the SIMP method’s pixel description; as
a result, they partly account for the improved objective function values. Results from the proposed method show
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Fig. 9. Some intermediate results for the 2D cantilever beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty cases 2, 3,
and 4, respectively.

more complex structural member layouts. Usually, in the SIMP method, the filtering scheme is required to tackle
the checkerboarding issue, causing the side effect of depressed solution space since the filter technique averages or
blurs sensitivities to some extent. In the proposed method, though the obtained nodal sensitivities in Eq. (6) can be
regarded as a filter projection, they do not modify the original sensitivities. As a consequence, the proposed method
ensures a relatively broader solution space compared to the SIMP method. Though the structural complexity may
incur difficulties in practical manufacturing, it helps create smoother force transfer route. As can be seen from the
caption data given below the resulting structure figures, the proposed method’s objective function values see minor
improvement over the SIMP results. One of the reasons is the smooth structural description, as claimed above, while
another factor might be the ratio of intermediate densities. Obviously, the larger the ratio of the middle values, the
more densities are penalized, so, optimization is more likely to have worse compliance. From the evolution history
plots in rows 2 and 4, both methods show efficient convergence processes, as the compliance plots go flat with
a few steps after volume relaxation. However, the objective function plots of the proposed method show periodic
minor oscillations, which are aroused by the applied regularization strategy, as further explained in Section 4.2. For
horizontal comparison, both solutions show a more complicated design as the penalization becomes more severe. In
consistency, the compliance values see a growth, which is sensible since the penalization scheme can result in the
loss of element stiffness for intermediate densities. The intermediate density fraction shows an alleviating tendency
for the SIMP method as the penalty increases, and more middle values are driven to 0 or 1. On the contrary, the
intermediate density ratio for the solutions from the proposed method demonstrate a growth trend. This is because
more elements are cut by the level-set contour to have intermediate densities as the structural formation becomes
more complex (with more boundaries).
The proposed method’s evolution processes of the studied three cases for the 2D cantilever beam benchmark
example are displayed in Fig. 9. As the figures show, the evolution processes feature efficient optimization
convergence, the major topological layouts are formed a few steps after volume relaxation, and the following
iterations only account for minor local topological structural changes. The given intermediate results indicate that
the algorithm can create new holes naturally in spite of the full-material initial design for all the three cases. This
is sensible because the LSF can freely grow up and down in the direction perpendicular to the structural interface.
Moreover, the up–down manner of LSF evolution works well in dealing with other topological variations. As can
be observed from the results in Fig. 9, the appearance, disappearance, translation, rotation, splitting and melting
of structures can be intuitively realized without introducing extra techniques, such as perturbation strategies. In
other words, the proposed method enjoys powerful topological variation ability with the up–down manner of LSF
evolution. This ability can be further enhanced through the linear-scaling regularization strategy. By applying the
regularization scheme, the LSF is periodically pulled back to the zero level-set since the positive scaling factor is
small than 1. As a result, the LSF flattens except in the loading and supporting local areas (see Fig. 10). This is unlike
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Fig. 10. The final LSF plots for the 2D cantilever beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

conventional level-set methods where the LSF is periodically reinitialized to maintain a sign-distance function to
ensure topological variation ability. It is noted that the LSF’s ‘flatness’ is important in the proposed method, because
it is the relatively lower level of the LSF that ensures more active optimization and the above-mentioned topological
structural variations. A detailed discussion of the regularization strategy is given in Section 4.2.
4.1.1.2 3D case: Cantilever beam Fig. 8 (Model3 ) gives the boundary conditions for the 3D cantilever beam
case. The lengths of the whole design region are L x = 120, L y = 40, and L z = 60. The design domain is meshed
with 120 × 40 × 60 regular hexahedral elements. The model is clamped on the left end, and a length of L y /5 line
load with a dimensionless value of 1 (unit/length) is applied on the horizontal midline of the right end. Allowable
material volume is 10% over the whole box region.
Table 3 presents the results for the 3D cantilever beam problem. The solution column shows converged layouts
for the two benchmark methods with three penalty cases. The next column provides different solution view
perspectives for convenience of observation. The final column gives the iteration history plots. Outwardly, benefiting
from the iso-surface LSF description, the proposed method delivers smoother and distinct structural representation
compared to the cubic-voxel description of the SIMP method. This property can be useful in manufacturing with the
production-ready representation, especially for 3D models. Generally, the two resolutions show some differences
in the converged results for each penalty. From the two sub-rows of penalty = 2, different configurational features
can be clearly observed from different view perspectives. The proposed method’s objective function value for the
penalty = 2 decreases by about 8.45% compared to the corresponding SIMP case, to which the lower proportion of
penalized intermediate densities partly contributes. From the two sub-rows of penalty = 3, representations from the
two benchmark methods demonstrate different material distributions, and this difference can be further evaluated
from the view perspective column. Similarly, the compliance result from the proposed method sees an improvement
of around 15.39%. From the last two sub-rows, different features in comparison with the SIMP solution again
appear, and the objective function value exhibits a remarkable decrease of about 24.55%. Note that the intermediate
density fraction gap between the two methods’ solutions is larger compared to the 2D cases, and the proposed
method’s middle density proportion value (about 8%) is around 0.2 times that of the SIMP’s results (nearly 50%),
due to which the objective function values in the proposed method demonstrate a large improvement. Looking into
the specific compliance values, the SIMP results show a larger gap as the penalty increases while objective function
value variation in the proposed method remains less sensitive to penalty changes. This makes sense since there are
less penalized intermediate elements. From the final column, evolution history, both benchmark methods witness
similar iteration processes for all cases, and the objective function plots flatten after up and down movements around
the volume relaxation terminal.
Fig. 11 displays some intermediate results of the proposed method’s studied cases for the 3D cantilever beam
benchmark example. As can be seen, like the 2D case, the 3D example exhibits efficient optimization convergence
and topological variation. The final LSF plots for the 3D cantilever beam problem are given in Fig. 12. The
magnitude of the 3D model’s LSF value is represented by color. As referenced from the color bar, the LSF plots
show almost the same color with small values save in the loading and supporting local region, which indicates that
the LSF is relatively flat in the higher dimension.
4.1.2 Maximum eigenfrequency examples
This subsection presents the 2D and 3D benchmark cases for the maximum eigenfrequency problem. For brevity,
only the fundamental eigenfrequency is considered, though, the principal for other eigenfrequency orders is the same.
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Table 3
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 3D cantilever beam example.

Model definitions for the 2D and 3D cases appear in Fig. 8 (Model6 ) and Fig. 8 (Model8 ), respectively. The
material property and algorithm parameters are given in the 4.1.2 row of Table 1. Here, the local mode issue can arise
for the SIMP method with the occurrence of a large scale of gray region (while this problem is naturally avoided
for the proposed method with the distinct LSF description). This issue is addressed by simply setting the weak
element mass (e.g., element density ρe < 0.1) to a too small value (here, a magnitude of 10−10 is specified) [29].
4.1.2.1 2D case: Beam-like structure Related information for the beam-like structure model is given in the
benchmark model library Fig. 8 (Model6 ). The length-scales of the design region are L x = 320 and L y = 40.
The half-structure model is utilized, and a mesh of 160 × 40 regular quadrilateral elements is employed to perform
the FEA. The beam-like structure is clamped at the midpoint of both the left and right ends. The permitted volume
fraction is set to 0.5.
Table 4 gives the results of the two benchmark methods for the beam-like structure model with three penalty
cases, and it is structured as follows: the second and fourth rows present the converged solutions for the SIMP and
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Fig. 11. Some intermediate results for the 3D cantilever beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty cases 2, 3,
and 4, respectively.

Fig. 12. The final LSF plots for the 3D cantilever beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

proposed method, respectively, and the third and fifth rows give the evolution histories for each penalty. From the
two solution rows, differences are more obvious than consistencies between the two methods. One major point is
that more materials are transferred to the supporting area for solutions in the proposed method. Typically, for the
penalty = 2 case, the supporting neighborhood is fully occupied, even around the corners, given that the middle
regions of the up and down edges generally need more material to retain a certain stiffness. This indicates that
the augmentation of equivalent stiffness is less than the increment of mass around the middle part; as a result,
the optimizer drives more materials away from those regions to the supporting area. Increases in objective function
values can substantiate the rationality of this phenomenon, especially for penalty = 4, where solutions that converged
from the two methods possess almost the same intermediate densities. Still, the fundamental eigenfrequency value
demonstrates an improvement of about 2.3% for the proposed method. The SIMP method’s middle density fractions
tend to decrease as the penalization strategy gets stricter, while the proposed method’s intermediate element
percentages see a growing trend because the structural configurations become more complex and more elements
are cut to density values between 0 and 1. Both benchmark methods exhibit sensitivity to penalties. As the penalty
value changes, the optimized results demonstrate differences in topological layouts. The evolution history diagrams
provide the iteration processes of the first-, second-, and third-order eigenfrequencies with an independent magnified
drawing of the fundamental eigenfrequency in the inside sub-figure, and final objective results are captioned on the
northeast corner of the iteration plots. As can be seen, by and large the fundamental eigenfrequency curves in
all cases show similar evolution trends, except that the proposed method’s objective function values fluctuate more
severely. They start with the same value and then experience a climbing period; after peaking at the summit and then
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Table 4
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 2D beam-like structure example.

hitting their lowest point, they begin to increase again and finally come into a convergent phase. Interestingly, the
converged objective function results keep improving compared with the initial values that correspond to a fulfilled
solid material layout over the design domain. In contrast to the static compliance problem, this is topologically
meaningful since better performing structures are available for much lower material cost. The reader is also referred
to [33,34] for numerical examples regarding the maximum eigenfrequency problem from the conventional level-set
and parameterized level-set methods.
Some intermediate results of the proposed method’s three studied cases for the 2D beam-like structure problem
are displayed in Fig. 13. As the figure outlines, the three cases show efficient topological evolution progress, and
the major structural layouts are developed a few steps after volume relaxation. The intermediate results around the
60th iteration show much consistency with the final SIMP solutions. However, as the optimization goes on, the
three cases have a tendency for material concentration to support neighborhoods especially in the case of penalty
= 2. Since the objective function values show improvements, material transference from the central area to the
supporting local area can be validated as rational. The nature of this phenomenon is that the optimizer recognizes
that the augment of equivalent mass is larger than the augment of equivalent stiffness around the central part of the
beam-like structure; as a result, the material is driven away from this area. The final LSF plots for the 2D beam-like
structure problem are given in Fig. 14. Similar to static compliance problems, the LSF plots show flattened features
due to the regularization scheme.
4.1.2.2 3D case: Beam-like structure The geometrical definition for the 3D beam-like model corresponds to Fig. 8
(Model8 ). The length-scales of L x , L y , and L z are 240, 20 and 30, respectively, the half-structure model is
employed, and a mesh of 120 × 20 × 30 regular hexahedral elements is applied to perform the FEA. The structure
is fixed at the y-direction midline of both the left and right surfaces with a small width of L y /5. The given volume
fraction is 0.15%.
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Fig. 13. Some intermediate results for the 2D beam-like structure problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty cases 2,
3, and 4, respectively.

Fig. 14. The final LSF plots for the 2D beam-like structure problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Table 5 collects the two benchmark methods’ results for the 3D beam-like structure model with three penalty
cases. The configurations in the proposed method benefit from the advantageous smooth structure description
compared to the SIMP’s results. Generally, the two methods demonstrate several consistencies. In the case of penalty
= 2, both solutions show that more material tends to move to the supporting neighborhood compared to the other
two penalty cases. The increases in objective function values for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4 are around 3.8%, 5.6%,
and 7.9%, respectively (note again that the SIMP results feature more middle density percentages compared to the
proposed method’s solutions). The optimization process plots for all cases show similar evolution progress, and
the fundamental eigenfrequencies in all cases depart from the same starting point and then keep climbing; after a
declining around the final point of volume relaxation, the curves bottom out and rebound to convergence.
Fig. 15 displays the evolutions of the proposed method’s three studied cases for the 3D beam-like structure
example. From the given intermediate results, similar to the 2D beam-like structure problem, the discussed three
cases in this example are also penalty-sensitive. The final LSF plots for the 3D cantilever beam problem appear in
Fig. 16.
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Table 5
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 3D beam-like structure example.

4.1.3 Minimum thermal compliance examples
This subsubsection considers 2D and 3D benchmark cases for the heat conduction problem. Model definitions
for the 2D and 3D examples are given in Fig. 8 (Model9 ) and Fig. 8 (Model11 ), respectively. Algorithm and
material property parameters are given in the row of 4.1.3 in Table 1.
4.1.3.1 2D case: Plate with left-center sink A sketch of a plate with a left-center sink is depicted in Fig. 8
(Model10 ). The length-scales of L x and L y have the same size of 300. The square domain is meshed with
300 × 300 regular quadrilateral elements. The left-center sink has a width of L y /5. The whole design region is
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Fig. 15. Some intermediate results for the 3D beam-like structure problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty cases 2,
3, and 4, respectively.

evenly heated, with all nodes having a constant thermal source with a value of Ft = 0.0001. The allowable volume
fraction value is set to 0.3.
Table 6 compares the two benchmark methods’ results for the three penalty cases. From the second and fourth
rows, the structural configurations from the two methods show both consistencies and differences. Solutions from
the proposed method present clear and distinct structure boundaries, while the SIMP solutions show some gray
regions. The material distributions of all tested cases demonstrate a stretching feature, which in some ways abates
heat resistance and facilitates heat conduction. In the case of penalty = 2, the proposed method’s results demonstrate
some twisting structural components, and more detailed structures appear as well that cover more area and help
build more efficient heat conduction paths. The SIMP results show more independence from penalty changes, while
the proposed method’s solutions are more sensitive to penalization. As the penalization becomes more severe, less
detailed components are shaped. The objective function values in the proposed method show certain improvements
over the corresponding SIMP solutions. The proposed method’s intermediate density fractions are around 0.5 times
of the SIMP results. All tested cases demonstrate fast convergence after reaching the allowable material volume.
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Fig. 16. The final LSF plots for the 3D beam-like structure problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Fig. 17. Some intermediate results for the 2D plate with left-center sink problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty
cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
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Table 6
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 2D plate with left-center sink example.

Fig. 18. The final LSF plots for the 2D plate with left-center sink problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4,
respectively.

The evolution processes of the proposed method’s studied three cases for the 2D plate with a left-center sink
example are displayed in Fig. 17. From the given intermediate results, there are less detailed features formed as the
penalization becomes stricter. The final LSF plots for this example are given in Fig. 18.
4.1.3.2 3D case: Block with left-center sink This case’s definition corresponds with Fig. 8 (Model12 ). The lengthscales of L x , L y , and L z are 100, 50, and 100 respectively, and a discretization of 100 × 50 × 100 regular hexahedral
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Table 7
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 3D block with left-center sink example.

elements is utilized to perform the analysis. The left-center heat sink stretches with lengths of L y /5 and L z /5, and
temperature in this area is set to be 0. The whole design domain is evenly heated, and the allowable material volume
is 10% over the block field.
From Table 7, which displays the results of the two benchmark methods for the 3D block with a left-center
sink example, solutions from the proposed method show clear and smooth topological configurations compared
to the SIMP results’ voxel description. Similar to the 2D plate with a left-center sink example, the components
stretch over the entire design domain, which facilitates heat conduction. The SIMP solutions tend to be stable
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Fig. 19. Some intermediate results for the 3D block with left-center sink problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty
cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

as the penalty changes, while the proposed method is more sensitive to penalty variation, forming less detailed
features with stricter penalization. The proposed method’s objective results face substantial decreases compared to
the corresponding SIMP solutions, which are about 6.9%, 10%, and 12.8% for penalties of 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
The proposed method’s intermediate density proportions range from around 7% to 9%, which is nearly 0.5 times
that of the corresponding SIMP solutions. Both methods have efficient convergences, and the thermal compliance
plots flatten a few steps after volume relaxation.
The evolution processes of the proposed method’s studied three cases for the 3D block with a left-center sink
example are displayed in Fig. 19. From the intermediate results, the three cases are more sensitive penalty changes
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Fig. 20. The final LSF plots for the 3D block with left-center sink problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4,
respectively.

in this example, telling that less subtle components are formed as the penalization becomes stricter. The final LSF
plots for this example are given in Fig. 20.
4.1.4 Feasible initial design
As discussed above, all the benchmark examples are started with a violated volume constraint. While finding a
feasible initial design with the volume constraint satisfied is challenging for the proposed method, it can be simply
implemented by choosing an even distribution initial design for the SIMP method. We also give some solutions
from the SIMP method that use initial design with an even distribution of the prescribed material volume fraction,
which is customary in many cases. For brevity, only the examples in Fig. 8 (Model1 ), Fig. 8 (Model6 ) and
Fig. 8 (Model9 ) are considered, and since different initial designs may lead to inconsistent final results, the SIMP
results from the initial design with an even material distribution of the prescribed volume fraction are provided in
Table 8 for reference, omitting detailed discussion.
4.1.5 Summary
In this subsection, a compilation of benchmark example comparisons is discussed for the proposed method and
the popular SIMP method. The proposed method in some sense can be categorized as a density-based method
with a level-set description, and the benchmark comparisons show resemblance to and interdependence with the
density-based SIMP method. Of course, the two methods present differences as well because they are performed with
different structural descriptions. Although the LSF’s iso-contour and iso-surface descriptions can help develop clear
and smooth structure boundaries, they are also applicable to the SIMP solution as a postprocess operation (e.g., to
obtain an iso-contour or iso-surface by setting a threshold density value of, for instance, 0.5). Thus, we are prudent
to place much credit on the structural LSF description. In addition, despite the consistencies or inconsistencies
between the two methods, the objective function values see improvements for the proposed method. However,
solutions from both methods have intermediate densities and the fraction cannot guarantee a precise calculation of
objective function value loss because the middle value range (from 0 to 1) can differ between the two methods’
solutions. Accordingly, it is difficult to quantify the influence of intermediate densities on objective function values.
Thus, we refrain from discussing the advantages or disadvantages over each other of the two methods with regard
to objective function values, focusing more on their similarities and differences. More importantly, since the two
methods share many commonalties, it may be interesting to explore a new frame in which the two methods are
combined.
4.2 Parameters study
This subsection investigates the effects of the algorithm parameters to show their influences on optimization
after facing different types of optimization problems, including penalty, volume relaxation step, and regularization
parameters.
4.2.1 Penalty effect
It is noteworthy that the SIMP method employs the penalization scheme to drive the optimization results with
gray region to black and white representation, while it seems to be unnecessary to utilize penalization techniques in
the proposed method to achieve a solid–void structure since the iso-contour or iso-surface can naturally cut the LSF
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Table 8
The SIMP solutions from the initial design with even distribution of the prescribed material volume fraction.

into 0/1 description. In fact, for practical continuum structures under loading, the structural responses are continuous,
and in some local areas, the responses are almost the same (without differentiation degree). For example, for a static
minimum compliance problem, the compliance of a local area might be of little difference over the entire region,
and as a consequence, the design variables in this area may well obtain very close sensitivities (see Eq. (36), where
if p = 1, the term (− p (ρe ) p−1 ) is a constant, and an element’s sensitivity is determined by elemental compliance).
In this case, the derivative-based optimizer in the SIMP method is more likely to assign nearly the same material
value to elements in this area, which in turn can lead to a large-scale gray region in topological configuration.
In the proposed method, the vague sensitivity distribution can trigger optimization oscillation. It is worth noting
that there are no “gray” mechanisms in the level-set description. Thus, if many elements have the same sensitivity
and the optimizer determines those region to be solid, it can cause confliction with the volume constraint so that
oscillations occur and optimization may well crush. By involving a penalization scheme, the sensitivities between
design variables start to become distinguished. Based on this information, the optimizer can capture this difference
and determine the existence of material in an element. In the SIMP method, the differentiation degree of sensitivity
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Fig. 21. Sensitivity distributions for different penalties for a 2D cantilever beam problem.

between design variables needs to be large enough (i.e., the penalty needs to be large enough, typically p = 3) so
that the optimization can alleviate the gray region and lead to black and white structural presentation. In the proposed
method, the choice of penalty can be smaller than in the SIMP method because the level-set can capture even minor
differences in nodal sensitivity (see Eq. (6)) and deliver a solid and void topological configuration. However, it is
still crucial to set the penalty value, which needs be bigger enough to stabilize the optimization process, as a small
choice of penalty can result in oscillations in optimization process. Even then, the penalty cannot be so large that it
weakens topological variation because the sensitivity gaps between design variables are magnified (especially along
structural boundaries), and new sensitivity variations that govern topological changes are hard to form.
For example, Fig. 21 illustrates the sensitivity distribution of a cantilever beam problem with a series of penalty
values. As can be seen from Fig. 21.SubFig1 , when the penalty is exactly 1, the sensitivities show a chaotic
distribution, and the optimization fails to converge to a reasonable solution. However, as the penalty increases
by even a very small value from exactly 1 (e.g., 10−10 ), the disturbance of sensitivity distribution is mitigated
remarkably (Fig. 21.SubFig2 ). In this sense, the value of 1 is a singular or critical point for penalty, as according to
Eq. (36), elemental sensitivity is only determined by elemental compliance when p = 1. The converging process for
the case of p = 1 + 10−10 , however, is still unstable, and the optimized result demonstrates numerical defects. From
Fig. 21.SubFig3 to Fig. 21.SubFig12 , the differentiation degree of the sensitivity distribution presents an enlarging
tendency as the penalty value increases, which helps stabilize the converging process. Still, as the sensitivity gaps
between design variables steepen, the optimization may tend to be less active and more likely to get stuck in a local
optimum as a result of a premature optimization process. Hence, an appropriate choice of penalty is necessary to
ensure both a stabilized optimization process and powerful topological variations. The proposed method suggests a
value 2–4 for this purpose.
The penalization strategy can also be applied in a continuous way (where the penalty is gradually relaxed from
a larger value to a small value, which is contrary to the strategy in [32,35]). For example, based on the cantilever
beam case in Fig. 8 (Model1 ), Fig. 22(b) and (c) give examples where the penalty is relaxed from 3, and 4 to
2, respectively. As these figures demonstrate, with the same penalty for the final converged results, the objective
function values are very close to each other.
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Fig. 22. The continuous penalization strategy demonstration for the proposed method. (a) gives the solution and evolution history for a 2D
cantilever beam example, and the penalty remains at 2 throughout the optimization process. (b) and (c) show the solutions and evolution
histories for the cantilever beam problem with the initial penalties 3 and 4 decreasing linearly to the final penalty 2, respectively.

4.2.2 Volume relaxation effect
The volume relaxation parameter is used to control material volume variation. Usually, it is difficult for the
level-set description to start optimization with a prescribed initial design that satisfies the permitted volume fraction.
Nevertheless, it is easy to choose an initial design (e.g., a full material design) to gradually evolve to the solution
that meets the volume constraint through volume relaxation. Generally, the smaller the volume relaxation is, the
simpler the final result configuration tends to be, and the faster the convergence is. However, it is not recommended
to set a too small value of the parameter, as it might bring about oscillations during the optimization process if the
volume changes too quickly.
In some problems, it is necessary to relax the volume fraction to an allowable value for more steps. For example,
in the case of heat conduction, the choice of volume relaxation should be large enough to allow subtle topological
variation to shape detailed features, particularly when the value of weak thermal stiffness is small. Tables 9 and 10
give examples of 2D and 3D heat resistance problems, respectively. As can be seen in the second and third rows of
Table 9, which display solutions with three choices of volume relaxation and the corresponding LSF plots, material
distributions become more complex, and more detailed features appear with more steps of volume relaxation (also
refer to [36] for a SIMP solution). The intermediate density percentages validate this growing structural complexity,
and more elements are cut to have middle density values. From the evolution history row in Table 9, the less volume
relaxing steps there are, the faster optimization convergence is. However, the objective function value improves with
slower material volume variation. In Table 10, the second row gives the solutions for a 3D example with different
volume relaxation cases. The third row shows some other view perspectives, and the corresponding LSF plots are
displayed in the fourth row. The 3D example demonstrates a similar situation to the 2D case, where with more
volume relaxation steps, solutions converge with more complex topological configurations. The objective function
values of the 100 and 150 cases also exhibit improvements compared to the case of 50.
On the other hand, linear relaxation of volume constraint (see Eq. (43)) can bring about drastic changes
or oscillations in the objective function at the terminal relaxation point. Alternatively, some smooth relaxation
techniques, such as quadratic relaxation, can help mitigate this issue and deliver stable transitions to the permitted
volume fraction, one of which that can take the following form:
(
) (i − N R )2
G i = V f + V0 − V f
N R2

i ≤ NR.

(44)

Fig. 23 gives a cantilever beam example in Fig. 8 (Model1 ) that is performed with the quadratic relaxation
strategy. As can be seen, the iteration curves of the material volume for the three penalty cases show smooth
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Table 9
The volume relaxation effect for a 2D heat conduction example.

Fig. 23. The quadratic volume relaxation effect for a 2D cantilever beam example. (a), (b), and (c) give the solutions and evolution histories
for penalties 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

variation around the terminal relaxation point, as do the objective function curves, while the corresponding results
with linear volume relaxation in Table 2 experience drastic changes in objective function values. Consequently, the
quadratic relaxation manner can be an appropriate alternative to linear volume relaxation if smoother convergence
behavior in the optimization process is desired.
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Table 10
The volume relaxation effect for a 3D heat conduction example.

4.2.3 Regularization effect
As discussed in Remark V, although the up–down LSF evolution enables the proposed method to perform a
series of topological variations, topological defects can still occur during the optimization progress. To address
this issue, the proposed method utilizes a linear scaling regularization strategy with a positive scaling factor less
than 1. The scaling scheme does not change the ratio between LSF values, but it does bring the LSF magnitudes
closer to the zero level-set, where the LSF is allowed to transform phase from a solid to a void or vice versa
effectively and efficiently with sufficient perturbations based on sensitivity. The scaling regularization works as a
re-initialization strategy. By periodically re-initializing the LSF, optimization is better activated and more powerfully
delivers topological changes.
For example, Fig. 24 gives an illustration of the regularization effect for an MBB beam problem. Fig. 24(a) is
the result without any regularization, while Fig. 24(b) gives the result with linear scaling regularization. As can be
seen from Fig. 24(c), there are many topological defects in the converged solution. The small holes in marks 1, 2, 4,
6, and 7, the redundant slim component in mark 3, the twisting cross in mark 5, the irrational layout in mark 8, and
the curving connection in mark 9 are deemed inefficient and should be transformed through topological variation
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Fig. 24. The regularization effect demonstration for a 2D MBB beam example. (a) gives the solution without regularization. (b) gives the
solution with the linear scaling regularization in the proposed method. (c) shows the topological defects of the solution without regularization.
(d) gives an overlapping figure of the two solutions to compare detailed differences.

like merging, fracturing, translating, rotating, and so on. By applying the re-initialization strategy, these defects can
be effectively addressed. A detailed variation comparison of the defects can be observed in Fig. 24(d).
In addition, by utilizing the regularization scheme, the proposed method is able to generate a new structural
route (i.e., create a solid structure from a void region). As depicted in Fig. 25, the evolution history of a cantilever
beam problem is given. The volume relaxation is set at a small value of 20 to intentionally exacerbate volume
variation. As a result, the optimization may be unable to develop a reasonable structural layout. From Fig. 25, the
topological configuration changes drastically in the first 20 steps, and the material distribution is rendered irrational.
However, benefiting from the regularization strategy, the optimization gradually produces a new structural path to
resist external loads. Though oscillations may occur during the process, the optimization eventually converges to a
reasonable and stable solution.
The regularization scheme is mainly affected by three parameters: the scaling factor Reg, the regularization
frequency n Reg, and the regularization starting point s Reg. Their influences on the regularization effect are
comprehensive and can be different for different types of optimization problems. Herein, we give an empirical
conclusion on the choice of these regularization parameters. Our numerical examples reveal that for static
compliance problem, to obtain powerful topological variation ability, the scaling factor Reg needs to be small
enough (a suggested value of 0.1–0.2). A regularization frequency n Reg of around 4 is a better choice. Early
start of the regularization may lead to drastic topological changes, so a delayed regularization starting point s Reg
around 30–50 is better. For eigenfrequency maximization problems, the suggested choices for the regularization
parameters are similar to static compliance problems. As for thermal compliance minimization, a too small scaling
factor is unfavorable for shaping detailed structural features that are essential for efficient conductivity. Hence,
the better setting for the scaling factor Reg is around 0.5. The suggested value of regularization frequency n Reg
is about 4, and an early regularization start of approximately 10 is preferred in this problem. Detailed numerical
example data regarding the regularization parameters for compliance minimization, eigenfrequency maximization,
and thermal compliance minimization problems can be referred to in Appendices B.1, B.2, and B.3 of Appendix B,
respectively.
It is noteworthy that the regularization scheme is more likely to cause minor oscillations during the optimization
process. This is due to the frequent switching between solids and voids (especially along the structural boundaries)
with the regularization scheme. The LSF changes are performed directly from 0 to 1 or vice versa without a
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Fig. 25. The regularization effect demonstration for a 2D cantilever beam example.

continuous mechanism or move limit. Thus, the intermediate densities cut by the zero level-set are more likely to
change drastically. One way to mitigate this issue can be simply not setting the void material property (e.g., elasticity
module) to a too small value. Additionally, volume relaxation with more steps is recommended, as it allows a
softer change of material. Nevertheless, minor oscillations can always be eliminated by stopping regularization
after optimization convergence.
4.2.4 Summary
In the proposed method, some parameters play important roles that ensure the method’s feasibility. The
penalization scheme is the same flavor with which is used in the SIMP method. By distinguishing sensitivities
with an appropriate magnitude of penalty, the optimization process achieves stable and efficient convergence
behavior. The ideal choice of penalty is around 2–4, or it can change gradually in this interval in a continuous way.
The volume relaxation is essential to shaping detailed structures, especially for thermal compliance minimization
problems. Volume relaxation can be a simple linear way. A quadratic manner is an appropriate alternative with which
optimization enjoys a stable and smooth progress. Regularization is affected by the scaling factor, regularization
frequency, and regularization starting point. The influence of these three parameters is comprehensive. Empirical
choices based on the numerical examples are given for the three classes of problems.
4.3 Extensions
This subsection examines some extensions to further demonstrate the characteristics of the proposed method,
including discussions on the different penalization schemes, different initial designs, sensitivity filtering and
mesh dependency, multiple load cases, design domain with non-designable regions, detailed algorithm efficiency,
and irregular design domain discretized with unstructured meshes. For brevity, we only consider the minimum
compliance problem. The definitions and illustrations for all extensive examples are outlined in the extension model
library (Fig. 26).
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Fig. 26. Extension model library.

4.3.1 Different penalization schemes
As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the penalty parameter is introduced to bring differentiation degree between sensitivities. Besides the SIMP power law penalization, two other strategies, the RAMP [17] and SINH [18] penalizations,
are investigated and a comparison between the three methods is discussed. The respective interpolations of element
stiffness E e for the RAMP and SINH are:
ρe
(E 0 − E min )
(45)
E e (ρe ) = E min +
1 + q(1 − ρe )
and
(
)
sinh ( pρe )
E e (ρe ) = E min + 1 −
(46)
(E 0 − E min ) ,
sinh ( p)
where p is the penalty for the SIMP and SINH models and q is the penalty for the RAMP model. Fig. 27(a)
depicts the element stiffness for the three penalization schemes with different penalty values. As can be seen, the
three models show much accordance with each other in penalizing element stiffness.
An example of an MBB beam problem is studied to compare the effect of the three cases of penalization
model. The definition of the MBB beam is illustrated in Fig. 26 (Model1 ), the algorithm parameters for the three
penalization cases are given in Table 11, and the optimization results for the MBB beam problem are displayed
in Table 12. From the solution and LSF plot rows, the converged topologies as well as LSF plots demonstrate
consistency across the three penalization models. The objective function values of the three cases are also very
close to each other.
As discussed above, the penalization models in the RAMP and SINH methods are also suitable for the proposed
method since they play similar roles to the power law penalization of the SIMP method; specifically, they make
sensitivities distinguished so that optimization can be driven to solid and void solution stably. In some cases, the
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Fig. 27. Illustrations for different penalization models. (a), (b), and (c) show the relationships between the element stiffness E e and the
element density ρe for the SIMP, RAMP, and SINH methods, respectively, where p is the penalty for the SIMP and SINH models and q
is the penalty for the RAMP model.
Table 11
Algorithm parameters for different penalization models.
SIMP
RAMP
SINH

Penalt y

n Relax

dt

Reg

n Reg

s Reg

4
10
6

50
50
50

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1

4
4
4

4
4
4

Table 12
Comparison of results for different penalization models.

RAMP and SINH methods are advantageous in featuring non-zero sensitivity when any density approaches zero,
and this can remedy some numerical difficulties for many problems, such as design-dependency problems [19]. In
this sense, the proposed method is meaningful because it is easy to be transferred to the RAMP, SINH, or other
similar penalization-based methods.
4.3.2 Different initial designs
In this discussion, an MBB beam model is tested to investigate the initial design dependence issue always
encountered in topology optimization. Fig. 26 (Model2 ) in the extension model library depicts the model definition
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Table 13
Comparison of results for different initial designs.

for the MBB beam. Seven cases of initial design are tested (see the first two columns of Table 13 for detailed initial
designs and LSF plots). The first one is the design with full material. Case 2 features two holes. Following these
are Cases 3 and 4, where the designs have the same holes but of different radius sizes. The next two cases have
the same holes with different sizes of radius as well, but the number of holes is greater than in Cases 3 and 4. The
last one is a design with full void material. The material volume fractions of the seven initial designs are 1, 0.88,
0.66, 0.92, 0.75, 0.32, and 0, respectively. The permitted volume fraction is set to 30% over the design domain.
The converged solutions, LSF plots, and evolution histories are displayed in 4–7 columns of Table 13. Some
intermediate results in the iteration progresses for the seven cases are given in Table 14. As can be observed,
although topological layouts for the tested cases differ from each other at the beginning of optimization evolution,
the algorithm gradually drives the optimization to converge into results with several consistencies, which sheds
some light on the insight that the initial design can have limited influence on the converged solution. Note that it is
the up–down LSF evolution manner and the linear scaling regularization strategy that back the proposed method’s
powerful topological variation ability and render optimization minimally dependent on initial design. The objective
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Table 14
Some intermediate results for different cases of initial designs.

function values of the final seven results exhibit minor differences, though, the initial design with full void material
is not recommended because it is more likely to lead to a local minimum solution and convergence issues during
the optimization process.
4.3.3 Sensitivity filtering and mesh dependency
Since the iso-contour or iso-surface manner of the level-set description do not cause the checkerboarding issue,
the filter technique introduced to tackle this problem in the SIMP method is actually no longer necessary in the
proposed method. Although the filtering process blurs the diversity of update information from the primal analysis,
leading to inconsistencies with the original design and a waste of design space, it can be useful in engineering
design, as it is able to deliver desirable and well-behaved features for practical applications. Herein, a cantilever
beam example that considers filtering of sensitivity is discussed. Model definition of the example is illustrated in
Fig. 26 (Model3 ), and eight filter radius cases are tested.
The optimized results for the cantilever beam example with different filter radius cases are displayed in Table 15.
As they show, the solutions exhibit visually simple topological layouts as the radius increases. Comparing the
objective function values, the layout with less complexity does not guarantee a better structural performance.
However, a simple topological configuration is preferred in practical engineering due to manufacturing concerns.
Additionally, as the filter radius enlarges, the structural connections demonstrate round-corner features, which is
desirable in engineering applications as well for that it can alleviate the stress-concentration issue. The filter
scheme, in a way, can ensure the minimum length-scale of structures, but it cannot guarantee precise control of
user-prescribed length-scales. Since the proposed method shares many commonalties with the SIMP method, it is
promising to borrow existing length-scale control strategies from the SIMP method to address this issue (see, for
instance, the work in [37,38]).
As the analysis mesh refines, optimized results present more detailed features as a result of the mesh
dependency [3]. Although the complexity of a converged solution is due to the enlarged design space with a
refined mesh, the sensitivity filtering scheme can help address this problem. Herein, we introduce another strategy
to alleviate the mesh dependency issue. As illustrated in Fig. 28, the LSF can decouple with the analysis mesh. The
LSF mesh consists of a series of sample points, of which the LSF values determine the structural representation and
the nodal sensitivities govern the LSF evolution. The LSF values of the analysis mesh nodes are interpolated based
on the LSF values of the sample points through linear interpolation. The sample mesh of the LSF is independent
of the analysis mesh, alleviating the mesh dependency issue as the analysis mesh refines.
For the example of Fig. 26 (Model3 ), the three analysis meshes of 200×100, 400×200, and 600 × 300 are
tested to show the decoupling effect of the LSF sample mesh, which is mapped with 200 × 100 sample points. The
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Table 15
Comparison of results for different sensitivity filters.

Fig. 28. Illustration for the decoupling LSF sample mesh strategy. The LSF sample mesh remains the same as the analysis mesh refines.

optimized results are displayed in Fig. 29. As can be seen, the topological configurations show some differences
but do not become more complex as the analysis mesh refines.
4.3.4 Multiple load cases
In practical engineering, a structural design with multiple loading conditions is sometimes necessary to counter
the uncertainty issue. The proposed method can also conveniently address multiple load problems. Fig. 26
(Model4 ) outlines a short cantilever beam example with two load cases.
The optimized solution, level-set and iteration history plot are displayed in Fig. 30(a), (b), and (c), respectively,
and some intermediate results are given in Fig. 31. As can be seen, the optimization process shows efficient
convergence, and the final solution demonstrates a reasonable layout for the two load condition. Consistent
topological configurations resulting from the SIMP method can also be found in [31].
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Fig. 29. Solutions from different analysis meshes with the same LSF sample mesh. (a), (b), and (c) give the solutions resulting from analysis
meshes 200×100, 400×200, and 600 × 300, respectively.

Fig. 30. Results for the short cantilever beam problem with multiple loads. (a), (b), and (c) give the converged solution, final LSF plot, and
evolution history, respectively.

Fig. 31. Some intermediate results for the short cantilever beam problem with multiple loads.

4.3.5 Design domain with non-designable region
Another extension for the proposed method is the concern of non-designable regions that are fixed to be a solid
or void in the design domain. As an example, a classical Michell-type problem [30] is tested to study the feasibility
of the proposed method for models with non-designable areas. Fig. 26 (Model5 ), Fig. 26 (Model6 ), and Fig. 26
(Model7 ) depict sketches for three discussed cases. Case 1 is fully-designable, Case 2 has a passive-void circle
non-designable region, while Case 3 subjects to a passive-solid square fixed domain. Each case considers four
instances of allowable material volume fraction.
Table 16 compares the three cases’ optimized solutions and corresponding LSF plots. For all instances of material
volume fraction, the full-designable model achieves the lowest objective function value compare to the other two
cases. In this sense, the non-designable region is actually a constraint since it depresses design space. As a result,
the structural performance presents deterioration. Further, the case with a solid passive area has a worse mechanical
response compared to the case with void passive region. This is sensible because with the same permitted material
volume, the model with passive-solid domain possesses less free material for the optimizer to allocate. A similar
structural layout resulting from the SIMP method can be referred in [30]. To sum, with the above discussion, the
proposed method can conveniently tackle problems with non-designable regions.
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Table 16
Comparison of results for different cases of non-designable regions.

4.3.6 Algorithm efficiency
Fig. 26 (Model8 ), as outlined in the extension library, is tested to compare the computation efficiency of the
SIMP and proposed methods. As presented in Table 17, four mesh cases are compared. The term t Pr e is the time
spent for all the preliminary operations executed once for all, and t I t indicates the computational cost per iteration,
which includes the time for the FEA t F E A and structural information update tU p . The tested four cases show that
the two algorithms are very close in total computation cost. FEA accounts for the majority of the two methods’
time consumption (about 80%–90%), and the proportion shows an increasing trend as the mesh refines. The SIMP
method consumes more time in the preliminary operations, as it needs to prepare the filter manipulation, while the
algorithm for the proposed method tends to be a bit more efficient in structural information update. The optimized
results are displayed in Table 19. The solutions exhibit several consistencies between the two methods, and the
objective function values are very close to each other in the four mesh cases.
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Table 17
Efficiency comparison of the SIMP and proposed methods.
Mesh

t Pr e
tI t
tF E A
tU p

500 × 500

1000 × 1000

2000 × 2000

5000 × 5000

SIMP

This paper

SIMP

This paper

SIMP

This paper

SIMP

This paper

1.158(<1)
1.615
1.174(72.7)
0.441(27.3)

0.013(<1)
1.277
1.187(92.9)
0.089(7.1)

4.323(<1)
6.489
5.334(82.2)
1.154(17.8)

0.328(<1)
5.712
5.428(95.0)
0.284(5.0)

17.009(<1)
27.625
24.305(88.0)
3.32(12.0)

0.879(<1)
25.829
24.746(95.8)
1.083(4.2)

105.834(<1)
188.507
171.615(91.0)
16.892(9.0)

5.11(<1)
182.766
171.323(93.7)
11.443(6.3)

Table 18
Time consumption comparison of the updating procedure in the proposed method.
Mesh

500
1000
2000
5000

×
×
×
×

500
1000
2000
5000

tU p
t Res

tL S

tρe

0.026(29.2)
0.105(36.9)
0.479(44.2)
2.90(25.3)

0.008(8.9)
0.076(26.7)
0.169(15.6)
0.873(7.7)

0.055(61.8)
0.103(36.3)
0.435(40.2)
7.670(67.0)

Table 19
Comparison of solutions for the SIMP and proposed methods.

For further discussion, a detailed cost comparison for different parts of tU p in the proposed method is presented in
Table 18. t Res is the computation time for the structural responses, which include calculations of objective function
and sensitivity. t L S indicates the time consumption of the LSF update governed by the ODE. tρe is the time for
density field interpretation from the LSF. As given in Table 18, the most time-consuming part is the update of
element density tρe (about 40%–70%); structural responses form around 30% of tU p , and the LSF’s update only
accounts for about 10%–20% of tU p , which verifies the efficiency of solving the ODE. The numerical calculation
of element density tρe is performed through an approximate point mapping strategy [39] for coding convenience in
the proposed method (e.g., by assigning a number of points in an element to obtain the amount of points whose
LSF values are greater than or equal to 0). The costs can actually be saved by using an explicit way (e.g., polygon
area computation method [40]) to obtain density distribution. In this sense, the proposed algorithm has potential in
the efficiency improving of tU p . Note here that the calculation of the element density tρe is simplified in practical
implementations. Only the middle density values (i.e., elements cut by structural boundaries) are calculated through
the approximate point mapping method, while the solid or void elements’ densities can be determined based on the
their nodal LSF values (i.e., the density value is 1 when all the nodal LSF values are positive, or 0 if all the nodal
LSF values are negative). The detailed coding implementation is referred in Appendix C.
Despite differences in the algorithm efficiency of the SIMP and proposed methods, more insights should be put
into the advancements of FEA, as it dominates the whole computation cost. Recently, the breakthrough of the sparse
matrix technique shows substantial accelerations in the stiffness matrix assembly, which alleviates the computation
burden of FEA [41]. Note that the sparse matrix assembly technique can be employed in the proposed method
without any restriction.
4.3.7 Irregular design domain discretized with unstructured mesh
In practical engineering, most design cases are presented with irregular features, and the design domain can only
be discretized with an unstructured mesh. As discussed in Section 2, conventional level-set methods need to take the
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Fig. 32. The five boundary cutting situations for an irregular quadrilateral element.
Table 20
Parameters for the examples with unstructured meshes.
ele.t ype
Model9
Model10
Model11

Q4
Q4
Q4

ele.number
33 464
26 047
31 791

E
1
1
1

E0

E min

Penalt y

n Relax

dt

1
1
1

1 × 10−8

3
3
3

50
50
50

0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1

1 × 10−8
1 × 10−8

Reg

n Reg

s Reg

Vf

4
4
4

52
52
52

0.5
0.5
0.5

LSF’s space gradient into consideration and typically rely on structured analysis mesh to perform finite difference
schemes to solve the H–J PDE, while the up–down evolution manner and the evolution-governing ODE help save
the concern for space gradient controlling of the LSF in the proposed method. As a result, for situations in which
the design domain is irregular and the analysis mesh is unstructured, the proposed method is still applicable without
further revision or extension of the basic theory. The interpolation of the density field, however, changes here since
the approximate point mapping strategy is not convenient to perform on irregular meshes. The proposed method
thus adopts the Marching Cube algorithm [42] to cut the structural boundary and uses the polygon area computation
method to obtain the precise value of the intermediate element density (see Fig. 32 for the five cutting situations
of intermediate densities for an irregular quadrilateral element). Note here that the calculation of the polygon area
is explicit and can be more efficient than the approximate point mapping strategy as stated in Section 4.3.6.
Three numerical examples of irregular design domain discretized with unstructured mesh are investigated. The
boundary conditions for the three cases are given in Fig. 26 (Model9 ), Fig. 26 (Model10 ), and Fig. 26
(Model11 ) and respectively depict a simply supported L-like beam, a cantilever curve beam, and a hook-like beam.
The mesh information and algorithm parameters are presented in Tables 20, and 21 collects the optimized results
for the three cases. The first row gives the converged solutions, showing that the final topological configurations
have clear and smooth boundaries, though with an irregular mesh. Similar results can be found in [43], where the
solutions were achieved based on a density method using an unstructured polygon mesh, and in [44], where similar
problems were solved through a parameterized level-set method with an unstructured polygon mesh as well. The
second row of Table 21 gives the LSF plots, which show flattened features as a result of the regularization strategy
in the proposed method. Some mechanical analysis results, such as the Von Mises stress contours, strain energy
plots, and displacement plots in the y-direction, are provided in Table 21 for reference. As can be observed from the
strain energy plots, the colors indicating magnitudes of strain energy remain at almost the same level over the entire
converged design, which implies that the KKT conditions is satisfied and the optimal criteria is reached. Finally, the
evolution processes given in the last row of Table 21 show fast convergence behavior, and the optimization plateaus
a few iterations after volume relaxation.
To tackle a practical engineering problem, it is useful to build interfaces for a powerful commercial software
(e.g., HYPERMESH and ABAQUS), as professional tools can facilitate preprocess work for optimization. Herein,
the modeling and meshing operations for the three discussed irregular design domain cases are performed in
ABAQUS and the optimization process is carried out in MATLAB. The proposed method is not only suitable for
secondary development, but also promising to be incorporated into mature software, in which case the preprocess,
analysis, and optimization, as well as postprocess tasks (e.g., generating geometric structure identification for CAD
systems), can be performed in an integrated framework.
4.3.8 Summary
To systematically show feasibility of the proposed method, a series of extensions are explored. The proposed
method is suitable for different penalization schemes, as they work similarly to regulate sensitivities. Benefiting from
the regularization scheme, the optimized results rely less on the initial design. By introducing a sensitivity filtering
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Table 21
Optimized results for the cases with unstructured meshes.

strategy, the topological complexity can be reduced, which is preferred for manufacturing. A decoupling LSF sample
mesh can be utilized to help alleviate the mesh dependency issue. The proposed method is also convenient for
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addressing multiple load cases, as well as problems with non-designable regions. As for the algorithm efficiency,
the FEA part accounts for the majority of time consumption, while the optimization costs are limited. Finally,
extensions to irregular design domains discretized with unstructured meshes further substantiate capabilities of the
proposed method.
5 Conclusions and future works
In the present paper, we discuss an ODE-driven level-set density method for topology optimization. The proposed
method is, to some extent, a combination of a density-based and level-set-based method. The external expression
is level-set-based, including the structural description and structural evolution, while the internal frame is densitybased, featuring a design variable definition, material interpolation model (physical model), and sensitivity analysis.
The proposed method absorbs some advantageous ingredients from these two methods, and its key characteristics
can be recapped as follows:
(a) The level-set description is introduced to perform the structural presentation. Benefiting from the iso-contour
and iso-surface manner of the LSF, solutions avoid intermediate density appearing inside the structure during
topology evolution, which can be advantageous in some cases (e.g., avoiding the local mode issue in vibrating
problems). The level-set description embedded in the model itself also directly provides clear and smooth
structural boundaries, thereby alleviating efforts for structural post-processing.
(b) An ODE is established to bridge structural responses and structural evolution. The ODE and H–J PDE are
routed from different descriptions of LSF movement in the same space. The ODE only concerns LSF variation
in one direction, which renders the update of LSF efficient. The LSF’s up–down movement in one direction
allows for hole-nucleation from a solid, solid-nucleation from a void, and other boundary-based topological
variations. In addition, the ODE remains the same without any further revision or extension when the design
is converted from a 2D case to a 3D case. Moreover, the one-direction evolution governing ODE allows it to
perform LSF update regardless of analysis mesh without any modification.
(c) The element density is defined as the design variable. In this way, the physical model and sensitivity analysis
are the same as density-based methods, meaning and the proposed algorithm can be conveniently transplanted
to other extant density method-based problems.
(d) The filter scheme that addresses the checkerboarding issue is no longer necessary in the proposed method.
The iso-contour or iso-surface of the level-set description naturally counter the discontinuity issue between
elements when using a voxel description. In this sense, with the absence of sensitivity modification, the original
sensitivity field can be reserved, which ensures unabated design freedom and design with potentially better
performance.
(e) The proposed method also utilizes the material interpolation model with penalization. The penalization scheme
works as an amplifier to enlarge the differentiation degree between sensitivities. A certain distinguished
sensitivity field is preferable for stabilizing optimization processes while maintaining topological variation
ability.
(f) Lastly, the proposed method employs a regularization scheme to address numerical issues and deliver better
convergence behavior. The regularization is a linear scaling manner and can be effective and efficient. With
periodic regularization, the LSF keeps close to the zero level-set; as a result, optimization is better activated,
and numerical ill-posedness can be naturally, effectively, and efficiently eliminated.
The key characteristics of the proposed method are demonstrated through a series of numerical examples.
Regarding the benchmark comparison with the widely used SIMP method, the two method’s consistent and
inconsistent features are explored. For the parameter study, the influences of penalty, volume relaxation, and
regularization parameters on optimized results are investigated to suggest appropriate choices for those parameters.
Through some extensions, the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed method are further substantiated.
Although numerical examples with regard to different optimization problems systematically show characteristics
and applicability of the proposed method, limitations still remain, and several future works can be of interest. For
example, insights into optimization problems with multiple constraints [45,46] are recommended, as this paper
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only considers volume constraint. Structures with multiple material phases [47,48] can also be explored, as all
tested cases using the proposed method are bi-material. All investigated problems in this paper follow one scale as
well, so discussion of a multiscale problem [49,50] can be taken into consideration. Additionally, an extension into
the nonlinear condition [51–54] from the linear condition is necessary to grow the proposed method’s capabilities.
All these aspects can be challenging and will be further explored in our future works.
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Appendix A
In this appendix, some benchmark comparisons for the proposed method in contrast to the SIMP method are
given. Specifically, results for Model2 , Model4 , Model5 , Model7 , Model10 , Model12 in the benchmark
Table 22
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 2D MBB beam example.
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Table 23
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 3D MBB beam example.

Fig. 33. Some intermediate results for the 2D MBB beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty cases 2, 3, and
4, respectively.
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Table 24
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 2D cantilever beam example.

model library (Fig. 8) are presented in Tables 22 to 27 respectively. Also, evolution progresses and LSF plots
for the proposed method with regard to the corresponding discussed examples are provided for reference (see
Figs. 33–44).
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Table 25
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 3D cantilever beam example.
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Table 26
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 2D plate with corner-node sink example.

Fig. 34. The final LSF plots for the 2D MBB beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
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Fig. 35. Some intermediate results for the 3D MBB beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty cases 2, 3, and
4, respectively.

Fig. 36. The final LSF plots for the 3D MBB beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
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Fig. 37. Some intermediate results for the 2D cantilever beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty cases 2, 3,
and 4, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 38. The final LSF plots for the 2D cantilever beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Fig. 39. Some intermediate results for the 3D cantilever beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty cases 2, 3,
and 4, respectively.
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Fig. 40. The final LSF plots for the 3D cantilever beam problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Fig. 41. Some intermediate results for the 2D plate with corner-node sink problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty
cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Fig. 42. The final LSF plots for the 2D plate with corner-node sink problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4,
respectively.
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Fig. 43. Some intermediate results for the 3D block with corner-node sink problem. (a), (b), and (c) show the iteration histories for penalty
cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Fig. 44. The final LSF plots for the 3D block with corner-node sink problem. (a), (b), and (c) show results for penalty cases 2, 3, and 4,
respectively.
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Table 27
Comparison of the two benchmark methods’ solutions for the 3D block with corner-node sink example.

Appendix B

B.1. Regularization parameters effect for the compliance minimization problem
See Table 28.
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Table 28
Regularization parameters effect for a cantilever beam problem in terms of compliance minimization.
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Table 29
Regularization parameters effect for a cantilever beam problem in terms of eigenfrequency maximization.
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Table 30
Regularization parameters effect for a plate with left-center sink problem in terms of thermal conduction.
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B.2. Regularization parameters effect for the eigenfrequency maximization problem

See Table 29.

B.3. Regularization parameters effect for the thermal compliance minimization problem

See Table 30.

Appendix C
In this appendix, six MATLAB codes are shared for educational purposes. We believe that the open access to the
computation program codes can help facilitate understanding of the proposed method for the reader, especially a
newcomer in this field. The reader is also encouraged to visit a recent article by Deng et al. [55], where a compilation
of educational program codes is listed.
In section A, a 58-line 2D code for the compliance minimization problems is demonstrated, followed by its
corresponding 3D code with 105 lines in section B. Sections C and D give a 62-line 2D code and a 108-line
3D code for the eigenfrequency maximization problems. A 53-line 2D code and an 80-line 3D code for thermal

Fig. 45. The optimized results for the examples in Table 31. (a)∼(f) give the respective solutions for the code examples A∼F.
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Table 31
Call format examples for the six codes.
Code

Call format

A
B
C
D
E
F

top58(120,60,0.5)
top105(60,20,40,0.15)
top62(160,40,0.5,3)
top108(60,10,20,0.15,3)
top53(200,200,0.3)
top80(60,30,60,0.15)

compliance minimization problems are provided in sections E and F, respectively. All the six codes are organized
into three parts. Part 1 is the OPTIMIZATION PREPARATION, where the algorithm parameters and material
properties are set, and preliminary operations for FEA are prepared (a more detailed discussion on the pre-FEA
coding can be referred to in [31] and [32]). Part 2 is the BOUNDARY CONDITION, including definitions of
displacement and load conditions. The last part is the OPTIMIZATION SOLVING, in which five operations are
outlined, including the LSF and design variable’s initialization, structural response analysis, depiction of results,
update of the LSF, and design variable, and convergence check. Some useful comments for the codes are attached,
and detailed explanations are omitted here. The six codes, for example, can be called as instructed in Table 31, and
the corresponding solutions are displayed in Fig. 45.
The MATLAB codes’ efficiency can be further improved. As discussed in Section 4.3.6, while the update of
the density field accounts for the majority of the time consumption of structural information update, its calculation
can be simplified by only considering the computation of the middle density values and determining the solid or
void elements’ densities based on their nodal LSF values (i.e., the density value is 1 if all the nodal LSF values
are positive, or 0 if all the nodal LSF values are negative). For example, in the case of the 58-line 2D code for
compliance minimization problems, lines 51–55 are substituted with the following:

where ‘indexMid’ indicates the indexes of elements with middle densities and ‘Mid’ the elements with middle
densities. Note that the simplified calculation scheme for element densities is applicable for all the given six
codes.
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C.1. The 2D code for compliance minimization
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C.2. The 3D code for compliance minimization
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C.3. The 2D code for eigenfrequency maximization
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C.4. The 3D code for eigenfrequency maximization
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C.5. The 2D code for thermal compliance minimization
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C.6. The 3D code for thermal compliance minimization
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